Campaign Module
Marketing from the heart of your CRM system
Why pay for multiple software products and log
in to different databases, when you don`t have
to?
The Maximizer Campaign Module is a great way
to keep in contact with existing customers and
engage with new prospects through email
marketing.
By using your Maximizer system to segment
lists of contacts based on any or multiple User
Defined Fields created, you can ensure that the
right people receive your messages.
Allowing you to send more targeted
communications and speak to specific groups
of people, making your message much more
powerful.
You can design and send emails from within
Maximizer to send communications to lists of
contacts.
Track open rates, bounce rates, unsubscribes
and failed messages alongside adding up to 5
monitored links enabling you to track not only
who is engaging with your content but also at
what level.
Plus, you can even add attachments to these
emails, meaning you can use the feature to
support both Sales and Customer Service,
providing your contacts with the information
they need.

Campaign Module
Do you want to send a series of emails?
You can do that too, create email sequences
with a specific number of days delays between
them and set the times you want the emails to
be sent
With Maximizer you can also take advantage of
the Maxmail feature to send your emails
through the Maximizer server and you also
have the choice of using your SMTP service if
you prefer.
But Maximizer doesn’t stop there, you can also
integrate Maximizer with external software that
you already use using Zapier,
from MailChimp to Active Campaign, HubSpot,
LinkedIn Lead Forms, Facebook Lead Ads and
much more.
You can also even tag opportunities back into
email campaigns to show the ROI of your
marketing activity.
Maximizers Campaign Manager is a powerful
but almost secret feature of the product, that
we believe needs shouting about!
Helping businesses to communicate easier and
faster with the people you need to directly from
within your CRM system.
For more information or to find out how the
Campaign Module can help your business,
email info@unimaxsolutions.com to set up a
call.

